
 

new72media ‘Portal of Peace’ launches: 
“Raise The Vibration!” Campaign  

for the  
2017 International Day of Peace 

September 21st is the United Nations International Day of Peace. Portland, Oregon based 
new72media is partnering with the international Ring of Peace (RoP) to bring together healers, visionar-
ies, speakers, peace leaders, hope builders from all nations, beliefs, hearts and ages to share their 
messages of peace through a 24-hour, live-streaming, worldwide, webinar event. On the foundation of 
new72media’s Portal of Awareness, the Portal of Peace has been established, and the call is out to 
“Raise The Vibration” on this day to start a peace-filled revolution. Attendees/participants from around 
the world will view this 24-hour streaming event from their computer, smartphone or tablet and be part 
of this positive transformation. “Imagine 10,000 people streaming the event, sitting with the same inten-
tion at the exact same time…talk about raising the vibration!” exclaimed Kelli Lair, new72media Co-
founder and Visionary Leader.  
 
The Ring of Peace is an annual event organized on the United Nations International Day of Peace and 
will be celebrating its fourth year of delivering their annual Global Message of Peace. new72media has 
partnered with RoP and many internationally recognized peace workers to provide this live-streaming 
portal for peace.  

“There is an energy shift, a resonance on the planet,” according to Cinda Stevens Lonsway, new72me-
dia Co-founder, whose soon-to-be released published book is a memoir titled I Know Now: A Women’s 

“Where we focus our awareness is where our energy is directed.
Directing positive energy through a Portal of Awareness can
raise the vibration and frequency of the planet and heal all.”

~new72media
                                                                           Portal of Awareness Mission
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Healing...Violence to Victory, Trauma to Truth. “The intention of new72media is to be of service to the 
world, and to those who are servicing the planet, and one way to honor that intention is through ‘Raise 
The Vibration’ and the Portal of Awareness,” added Lonsway. Lonsway has expressed the need for this 
important movement in a short essay which is attached, and all are encouraged to post, tweet, share! 

To be of service to this important global movement, new72media is offering their Portal of Awareness 
platform as a ‘ringlet’ for the Ring of Peace, bringing universal awareness to promoting peace on every 
level – personal, domestic, local, national, global, and love, compassion and acceptance for all living 
things. 

Mary Holden, new72media Co-founder and Lead Editor sees opportunities for every individual to       
become an epicenter for peace: “I see the Ring of Peace as an important give-and-receive movement! 
Join it then listen as new harmony envelops humanity.”

The intention of new72media’s “Raise The Vibration!” Campaign is to engage individuals from all over 
the planet and from every walk of life to share their positive energy and vision for peace at the same 
moment in time via the Portal of Peace. The synergy of the combined effort of The Ring of Peace, Por-
tal of Peace, Portal of Awareness and global participants is to help raise the vibration of Earth and    
increase the frequency of healing and peace. 

new72media Co-founder and Visionary Leader Kelli Lair and Co-founder Cinda Stevens Lonsway, both 
based in Portland, OR are available for interviews. Co-founder Mary Holden, based in Phoenix, Arizona 
is also available for interviews. Please contact Francine Raften at 503-720-2034 or       
francine@francineraften.com.  

new72media is an organization whose goal is to provide a global platform for individ-
uals from all over the world, representing the Greater Collective, to connect, co-cre-
ate and collaborate and share their message with others, aiding in the eXpansion 
of high vibrational thought, intention, acceptance, and healing of the world. This is 

accomplished via specific branches within new72media including Directory of The 
Collective, Portal of Awareness, Publishing, Branding, Events and Radio. 

The ancient number 72 (7+2=9) carries the vibration of light—the kind of light that is able to shine be-
yond any dark corners of the reality we create, and illuminate a new kind of media.  The intention of 
new72media is to collaborate with a collective composed of individuals who honor the frequencies and 
vibrations of integrity, respect, honesty and trust. 
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